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About Company
HATSS is one of the Hospitality & Technology
Embedded Training and Development company.
Since we started our services, we have been
providing simple, yet profound Embedded
education and career development services for
various organizations across the globe. HATSS
Solutions provides services spanning the entire
career development life cycle - from idea to
market - covering both internal impact and Skills
development with our highly professional team
of facilitators.

Why Hatss

Mission & Vision

Our Strength

Quality and unique
Campus Recruitment
Training Solutions Vast
Technology and
Knowledge base Unique
Capabilities Extensive
Experience of placing
Student and Focus on
World Wide Experience
Student Centric approach
Result oriented solutions
for college students and
professionals for a better
future in the Industry.

Our Mission

We believe that HATSS clients have
the absolute right to know and
understand our Approach, processes,
methodologies, and content delivery
techniques. In this section, we have
gathered documents describing our
best practices of all kinds.
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To bring in real educational
transformation through compassion
and conviction to create symbiotic and
collaborative campus based
recruitment system that can deliver
optimal value and splendid results for
all students and fresh professionals.
Our Vision
To become a platform for students
and provide a choice and
indispensable value proposition of
highest professionals and set-up an
organization with a difference. It
envisages the Proposed company to
come up as a centre of excellence for
training of students and shaping and
molding of all professionals and
Successful Leaders of tomorrow

HATSS is the specialist to customize
the engagement model to work around
the clients′ speciﬁc needs, customize
project management and
HR practices as per client business
need.
Our committed professionals aim to
provide our customers with On
Campus Training & recruitment
solutions par excellence. Our vision is
completely synchronized with that of
our customers and we view the
projects from ﬁrst-hand perspectives.
HATSS has partners across multiple
continents which means that we're
extremely comfortable working across
different time zones.
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Stafﬁng Services
In an IT industry with an increasing number of niches requiring
specialized technical skills, organizations ﬁnd the increasing value of
staff augmentation in fulﬁlling resource needs.Our clients view our
services as an important part of their resource strategy for ﬁnding
qualiﬁed candidates for permanent positions. Whatever the reason,
HATSS stands ready to provide you with the right resource at the
right time in the right place.

College Services
Campus Drives:
We can arrange campus drives for your students, and also give
campus recruitment training as well we are specialized in organizing
on or off campus drives plus job fairs.

Academic Projects:
Everybody's ﬁnal year project is one of the most important
aspects of their graduation and post graduation. It is the
point where they can apply knowledge or what they have
been learning in the past few years. It is the point that
creates ordinary graduate VS an entrepreneur. It is the point
that creates meaning of your graduation. HATSS assists
students in this phase to achieve your goal.
Campus Recruitment Training:
HATSS is having special curriculum and well planned courses which
provides essential information and working knowledge to students and
working professionals. we provide intensive courses on. Training and
education are lifelong processes in today's world where everything
changes and develops very quickly.
Admissions:
As part of HATSS Solutions initiative, our new admission program is playing a key role in bridging the gap between
the institutions, colleges, students, companies and corporate to assure the best service to our entire customer
base. Our network Partner, Companies & associates will encourage students to get them admitted to higher
apprentice programs and permanent job after required training.
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Career Development
HATSS Solutions creates customized solutions for college students that
greatly add to their productivity and efﬁciency. Our services allow our
students to perform with maximum efﬁciency in minimal time. Whether
it is a specialized H.R.Program system, H.R. management system,
Marketing, or a Recruitmne Processs and system for students, we create
modules that can enhance their skills in the above processes.
Our qualiﬁed facilitators adhere to strict guidelines and the latest
teaching methods to create one-of-a kind application and effective
result oriented approach. They work professionally to integrate a wide
knowledge of career development thus providing highest degree of
excellence.

Training Division
Training is a strategic investment on your employees and your company.
It is an investment that pays long-term dividends regarding knowledge,
customer satisfaction, employee satisfaction, increased productivity and
proﬁts.
At HATSS Solutions, training is a means of ensuring that students
improve skills and enhance performance by focusing on professional
development. Employers deﬁnitely utilize the training skills of the
students who are learnt from HATSS Solutions, we will provide various
skills for the job, which are useful them, to become advance
into jobs requiring different skill sets. Technology demands employees
stay abreast of software changes and advancements, and software
programs change frequently.

HR & Marketing
HATSS Solutions, we provide the excellent HR & marketing services for
Students a short term package that helps them in making the things
easier and they can easily learn practical on field services smoothly as
we offer you high quality real interview and learning platform services
under skilled and highly professional team who is well efficient in
his/her work and with our concept we help you in growing at the
international level. We offer you unique professional and experienced
guidelines and we help you in improving your ability on site activities.
Our professional facilitators teachings are excellent as we help in
increasing your technical and administration skills and making it the
best as we have expertise for this.
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Sandeep Demos in Partner Colleges
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